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Стр. 56-57
Текст 3В. Pipeline Automatic Welding

     Automatic pipeline welding is achieved in two stages: firstly, automatic welding of pipes into a section, then welding-up of pipe sections. The first operation is made on special field welding stations where lengths of pipes 24 m or 36m long are made of two or three tubes, depending on the possibilities of lengths of pipe delivery to the route. Up to sixty joints per shift are welded at every field Welding station. Work is done in any weather all the year round.
It is more complicated to set up automatic making tie-in of pipe sections for field welding of long distance large-diameter pipelines. In order to achieve it two engineering versions are applied: pressure contact welding and automatic welding with powder wire.
The Paton Institute of Electric Welding has produced a set of machines "North-1" for the first version. Its main unit is a self-propelled welding machine K-700 that is moved inside the pipe from joint to joint that is of great convenience under impassibility of terrain.
The industrial complex operation under severe Tyumen North conditions provided for an opportunity of performing welding in any weather. Every complex output is sir-eight joints per hour that is three-four fold more efficient than by manual welding. About 40000 km of pipelines in different diameter have been constructed by means of pressure contact welding. Not a single failure in pipe connection has been registered yet.
Pressure contact welding is a priority of Soviet science. This welding method is supposed to be in the lead in pipeline construction technology.
Nowadays a new generation of more up-to-date machines for tube pressure contact welding are made that will allow for welding piped at bent pipeline zones. Licences for this kind of welding have been purchased by the USA and Japan firms.
New heat sources used in welding have appeared in recent years, the most promising of which is a laser beam. Welded joints made by a laser beam have appeared to assume a greater strength than the main tube metal. In future laser welding is to be introduced into pipeline construction technology.
38. Прочитайте и запомните правильное произношение и значение слов к тексту 3 В.
1. assume - приобретать
2. generation - поколение
3. laser beam - лазерный луч
4.powder wire - порошковая проволока
5. set up - наладить
6. strength - прочность

39. Примечания к тексту 3 В.
1. special field welding station - cпециальная база для сварочно-сборочных работ;
2. automatic making tie-in - автоматическое соединение
3. machines for pressure contact welding - контактно-сварочные машины
4. self-propelled welding machine - самоуправляемая сварочная машина
5. under impassibility of terrain - в условиях бездорожья
6. output - производительность
7. failure in pipe connection - разрушение соединения
8. bent pipeline zones - изогнутые участки трубопровода


Стр.23 -24
59. Текст 1 Д. From World History of Pipeline

     The method by which oil is sent on the first stage of its journey from the wells in known as a pipeline, a device which was first thought of many centuries ago. The Chinese are said to have used bamboo pipes 7 000 years ago for supplying water from reservoirs, and the Assyrians, Egyptians, Greeks and Romans used water pipes made of clay, or hollowed out rock. Cambyses, King of Persia, when he invaded Egypt in 525 B.C. (before Christ) laid a pipeline of sewn ox-hides across the desert to supply his armies with water.
In the early days of the oil industry petroleum was carried from the wells into large wooden storage tanks, from which bar¬rels were filled. The barrels were loaded on the horse wagons, or ships and river barges, for transport to the refineries which were then mainly concerned with producing kerosene for lighting purposes.
The heavy wooden barrels alone comprised a substantial part of any load of oil and the hundreds of two-horse wagons employed to carry them caused traffic jams even worse than those in our cities today!
Quite early, therefore, the drillers turned to pipelines as the best means of getting the oil away from the wells. Probably the first pipeline was constructed in Pennsylvania in 1661 - just two years after the completion of Drake's well (the first well in the USA). The pipe was made of wood and was about six miles long.
In 1865 the first really successful pipeline, made of cast iron, was laid down. This was two inches in diameter and about five miles long. The oil was pumped through the pipe by steam engines at the rate of 250 tons a day.
Early pipelines were used to convey oil from a group of wells to a local refinery, but in 1874 there came a new development in the form of a "trunk" or long distance line. This was a pipeline 60 miles long, linking the oilfields of Pennsylvania with the ci¬ty of Pittsburgh. In 1878 another line, more than 100 miles long, was laid to carry oil over Allegheny Mountains.
Cast iron pipelines began to give place in 1910 to those made of steel, and at that time there were some 40,000 miles of line in operation in the United States. By the end of 1955 the United Sta¬tes line total had risen to nearly 200,000 miles - enough to go eight times round the world! In addition there was a total of about 400,000 miles of pipe for supply of natural gas.



Cтр.76-77
Текст 4Г. From the USA Experience on Pipeline Construction

     The methods employed by the USA oil engineers in laying a pipeline deserve special attention. The first step is the selection of a route, and here aerial photography again plays an important part, as in the ori¬ginal search for oilfields.
Natural obstacles are avoided аs much as possible but the pipeline is no respecter of territory - it crosses rivers and ravines, through swamps and seas, and twists and turns up will and down through some of the world's wildest country.
The pipeline is sometimes laid along the ground, but generally it was more convenient to bury the steel pipes beneath the surface. This was formerly a very tough manual job but the modern method is to use po¬werful trench-digging machines that save time, labour and cost. Frequently the pipeline is laid alongside a road to facilitate the work of construc¬tion — in some instances the road is built as the line progresses along¬side it.
The steel pipes of which the lines are constructed vary in diameter from 6 inches to more than 50 inches, with walls about one fourth inch thick. The sections of pipe used, generally from 30 to 40 feet long, are dropped along the route from lorries.
Next the lengths are welded together, the welders using portable ge¬nerators to supply electric current for this purpose. The method of weld¬ing at the site is not always employed, and in some instances sections have been assembled in large dumps along the route and these welded into complete lengths nearly 500 feet long. Towed by tractors to their final positions, the lengths have then been, welded on to the line.
One of the greatest problems encountered with buried pipeline is that of corrosion, and if this were not taken into account the steel pi¬pe would eventually become perforated by holes through which the oil would leak away.
Consequently, before being lowered by mobile cranes into the trench, the pipes are coated with bitumen or tar, and wrapped with protective co¬atings of felt or glass fibre. The coatings are often applied by special machines on the site and finally the trench is filled in. Corrosion re¬sults from the nature of the soil, and because the steel pipe is at a different electrical "potential" to the ground in which it lies. An electric current will always flow from a body of high potential to one with a lower potential. A current will flow therefore from the pipe to earth and to counteract this the engineers pass a stronger current in the re¬verse direction. This method is called "cathodic protection" and in the absence of a one-way electric current the destructive chemical action cea¬ses. Protection of this kind is also applied to ships and other steel con-structions.

Cтр.66-67
Текст 4А. New Technical methods of Pipeline Construction 

     a) Pipeline Construction by complete block method. Out of 200 types of structures of oil and gas industry more than 180 are made at present by complete block	method, including pumping and compressor stations. Trunk pipeline construction process is an assembly of technological standard equipment, enlarged mounted blocks complete with building sections which are delivered to the job-site ready-made with all communications.
The assembly degree of structures of trunk pipeline construction had attained 70-80 per cent by the present time and in the 13-th five-year period it seems to grow up to 80-100 per cent. It will allow to reduce construction time.
Modern pipeline laying has the aim to deliver entirely ready-made large pipelines structures with the weight ranging from 300 up to 1.000 tons.
To achieve it necessary transportation vehicles such as wheel-type tractors, crawler tractors as well as other machinery are reads. Great hopes are pinned on transportation means based on the air cushion principle. Similar equipments with the load-carrying capacity of 25, 40 and 100 tons have already been made. Special units to achieve air unloading of superblocks have been developed.
Pipeline laying is generally carried cut with burying it into the soil (at various depths). To construct pipeline highly productive complexes of excavating machines, modem scrapers and other machinery are used.
The construction phases consist of: clearing and grading the right of way, hauling and "stringing" the pipe, ditching, bending, welding, inspecting welds, cleaning, priming, coating and wrapping, lowering in, backfilling and cleaning up, pressure testing. Extra phases of construction are entailed whenever roads, railways or rivers have to be oro3sed.
A great deal of specialized equipment and machinery has been developed for use in pipeline construction. There are special vehicles to transport and string; side-boom tractors to lift and handle; machines to bend, cut, bevel, clean, align, weld, coat and wrap; machine to trench and backfill and special barges to lay submarine pipelines.
b) Ground ballasting. A note should be made of large-diameter trunk pipelines possessing a higher buoyancy. Therefore, it is necessary to consider that under operation pipeline walls are heated causing internal stress and longitudinal compression deformation. Thus, there exists a problem of keeping and fixing a pipeline by ballasting (weight) at a definite depth under the ground and under the water to compensate possible temperature deformations. This problem is especially significant while pipe-laying in swampy, boggy terrain, permafrost soils and water corrosions.
Until recently callasting has been made by means of reinforced concrete weights with the use of 1.5 million cu m of reinforced concrete annually. It is clear that to set up this large scale reinforced concrete production is a complicated task, To deliver weights to the pipeline route is not еаsy either. All this has made seek for new technological solutions, for instance, to use ground ballasting in combination with a synthetic cloth, geotextile. (Fig.8). This kind of ballasting has already been tested on 160 km of trunk pipelines, The application of this method allows to save great amounts of cement, metal and manpower.
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Стр.37-39
Текст 2В. Constructions of Trunk Gas Pipelines

Trunk gas pipeline constructions include:
a) Gas-gathering networks (gas collecting station);
b) Head installations. Having passed the equipment of head installations from hydrogen sulphide carbonic acid and also dried natural gas moves into the trunk gas pipeline;
c) A steel pipeline (welded up pipe sections) with branchings, valving and line constructions (structures).
Depending on the pipeline route on it there are installed line plug valves or valves for sections shut down in case of emergency or repair. On both sides of the line plug valve or the valve on the gas pipeline there are devices for the emergency gas outlet into the atmosphere, Besides, switching off devices (plug valves) are installed on all trunk gas line branchings, on the banks of water obstacles when gas pipelines cross them, near compressor stations and in other locations. These plug valves are equipped, as a rule, with a power- actuated drive.
For protecting metal of steel pipes against corrosion gas pipelines аs well as oil pipelines are supplied with continuously ореrating anticorrosion protection: to avoid soil corrosion cathodic protection is used and electric-drainage protection is used against stray currents.
On the gas pipeline route there are placed underground gas storage reservoirs.
d) Соmpressor  stations. Compressor stations (CS) are meant for gas pressure increase. They are spaced in agreement with hydraulic calculations along the gas pipeline route.
Modern compressor stations providing for high pressure gas pumping over are entire plants consisting of several compressor shops with an electric power station or a powerful transformer substation. Those CS possess the systems of: water supply with pumping units, oil supply with the equipment for oil regeneration, communication, heating, sewerage ones, etc.
CS are equipped with positive displacement (reciprocating) or centrifugal compressors with a drive of internal combustion engines, or gas turbines, or of electric motors.
Centrifugal superchargers (compressors) usually operate in groups of two or three units connected in series. Several groups of units may operate parallelly.
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At all CS gas is purified in gas purifying installations from mechanical impurities and directed into discharge headers.
CS also include various auxiliary facilities: oil storage tanks, a boiler house, a machine shop, etc. CS are equipped with the means of automatic control and remote control.
e) Gas Distributing Stations (GDS). 
GDS are constructed at the end of every trunk gas pipeline or its branching where gas is purified from mechanical impurities, condensate and moisture, gas volume being measured.
At CDS gas pressure is decreased and maintained under operation conditions.
The scheme of constructions of a trunk gas pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.



Текст ЗБ. Pipeline Welding

Introduction. The main and the cost expensive structure components of a trunk line are welded-up pipe sections that are actually a pipeline proper.
For trunk pipelines whole-drawn and welded pipes 300-1420 mm in diameter are used. Pipe wall thickness is determined by operating pipeline pressure.
To join pipes electric welding is applied.
In this country up to three million joints are annually welded for trunk: pipeline construction along the pipelines routes. Nowadays the entire extension of welded joints 1,5 fold exceeds the pipelines length proper.
Manual and semi-automatic welding. Manual and semi-automatic welding have been applied as the main method of welding up pipes into lengths and lengths of pipes into a pipeline string for a long time. In this case electro-welders were placed along the pipeline route while electro-welding equipment (welding transformers) was moved on special wagons or on other transportation means.
Manual and semi-automatic welding are rather labour consuming processes. Statistic data of many years on trunk pipeline destruction have been indicative of seventy per cent of pipeline breaking due to manually welded joints. Therefore, automatic welding  application allows for not only increasing the operating rates and decreasing requirements to qualified welding manpower but аlso attaining the guarantee of high quality and reliability of welded joints.
At the same time, manual and senti-automatic welding occupies a great volume of labour in the technology of trunk pipelines production.
Therefore, for raising the quality of welds much importance is attached to the preparation of the tube (pipe) faces, that is to their edge preparation. This edge preparation may be either of a single-V-edge type (Fig.5) or of a double-V-edge type (Fig.6).
In pipe manufacture for the purpose of raising the quality of manual are welding shield gases as well as fluxes are used, that is gas-shielded arc welding (Fig.7) or submerged-are welding. These methods allow for considerable increasing the weld firmness and reducing welding defects.
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Стр.71-73
Текст 4Б. Advanced Technologies of Pipeline Construction

a) Directional drilling. Water crossings are the most complicated and labour consuming engineering structures of trunk pipelines. In the previous five-year period, for example, 1018 water crossings of the total length of 540 km (338 miles) were laid with the application of modern technology. One can judge by the volume of the soil dredged out from under water trenches - 55 million cu m (2 billion cu ft) - about the scale of the work done. But the traditional methods of river crossing construction (application of dredgers and under-water plow ships) cease to meet the present day requirements. It is a principally new technology that comes to the pipeline routes - river crossings will be constructed, by the directional drilling method. The essence of it is in the following; the drilling rig of a special design is installed on a river not nearer than 50 m (165 ft) from the bank. From this rig drilling holes under the river bottom is achieved according to a given path. Then a pipeline string is pulled through a hole. In this case the pipeline is laid not less than 5m (165 ft) lower than the water basic bottom (Fig.9). Drilling accuracy and pipeline laying are controlled by a special underground navigation system. The advantage of this water crossing method is that the work may be done all the year round; there is no necessity in underwater trenching, no ecology is disturbed, navigation does not cease, a river is not polluted under pipeline laying. Of no less significance is the fact that by this method the earthwork volume is reduced 50-100 fold. Pipeline ballasting is not needed, therefore, 2250 tons(4,9mln pounds) of cast iron can be saved per 1 mile of water crossing. Time reduction and energy saving are substantial, labour power requirements are reduced.
b) Liftless method of pipeline laying. Modern pipeline construction is not possible without the application of a large complex of machinery and mechanisms for different technological operations. Some machines, for instance, wheel excavators for trenching excel the best foreign models in their technical-economical indices. The break-through is a creation of a machinery complex which allows to construct trunk pipelines both in winter and in summer.
Quite recently pipeline construction on swampy ground of Western Siberia has been made only in winter over the frozen soil. The developed wheel-type tractors, crawler tractors and those based on the air cushion principle as well аs others allow to construct up to 4000km of pipelines annually In Western Siberia. Welded up pipe sections are lifted and strung on prepared beforehand trenches (ditches) by special machinery, pipe layers. At present a pipe section 250m long and of the weight 120 tone la lifted by hooks of these pipe layers. This pipeline construction method provides for the usage of up to seven pipe layers moving in turn at a definite distance between them.
The disadvantage of this technology is that all machines performance must be strictly synchronous and a slight mistake of even one machine driver may lead to the pipeline breakdown.
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To avoid this disadvantage in the nearest future quite a new liftless pipeline method will be spread. The know-how of this liftless method is as follows: a pipeline consisting of isolated sections is laid along the axis of the future trench and welded into a continuous line. Then under a pipeline a trench is dug by two excavators moving in succession. The body of every machine is equipped with two rotors placed in series. Rotors are rotated transversally around the line in different directions and in this e welded pipeline section is smoothly lowered into this trench under its own weight (Fig.10). This technology allows to increase the rate and quality of production.
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Стр.33-35
33.	Текст 2Б. Constructions of Trunk Oil Pipelines

A trunk oil pipeline consists of:
a)	Supply pipelines connecting oil or oil products fields with head installations of the line;
b)	Head oil pumping station where oil and oil products are accumulated in storage tanks. The volume of these storage tanks depends on the throughput of the oil pipeline and it is usually equal to 48-72 hours of the oil pipeline operation. At the head pumping station oil product separation by grades is achieved in sequence under pumping separate fractions;
c)	Booster transfer pumping stations at which oil or oil products coming in from the previous station are pumped further on maintaining the oil pipeline operating practices. These stations are located along the route according to hydraulic calculations at definite spaces (every 50-200 km).
Head and booster transfer pumping stations ere equipped with powerful pumps of different constructions: centrifugal or positive displacement pumps (reciprocating), the quantity of which depends on the total flow rate and oil line pressure. Head and booster transfer pumping stations have complex energy facilities and аlsо a few tank farms with the instrumentation for the control of oil products and other parameters (temperature, pressure, moisture, etc.). Besides, аs a rule, every pumping station is equipped with a complex of auxiliary structures: communication, water supply, cooling and sewerage systems, a boiler house, etc.
Thermal stations are installed on pipelines for moving highly solidified and viscous oil or oil products. Sometimes these thermal stations are combined with pumping stations. To heat the pumped product special heaters are used;
d)	Main constructions of the pipeline. The pipeline proper is a part of these constructions that is continuously welded lines. As a rule, trunk pipelines are burled into the earth. Along the pipeline route spaced at an interval of ten-thirty kilometers main inspection pits are constructed. In them there are pipeline control, valves, valving, pressure controllers, plug valves.
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Main structures (constructions) are equipped with cathodic protection stations, drainage units and also various crossings over rivers, railway, road, etc. Along the pipeline route there passes a communication line and remote control;
d)	Distributing terminals. At them oil or oil products intake as well аs distributing them to consumers or transporting them further by other kinds of transport are realized. The оil pipeline terminal is either a raw material tank farm of the refinery, or an oil terminal, or a sea port.
The scheme of constructions of a trunk oil pipeline is shown in Fig. l.














